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completely defined ("No se definen las palabras en sus among the first 2,500 in the Buchanan Graded Spanish
distintas acepciones, limitindonos a dar lacdnicamente su Word Book. There are a few "uncontrolled" words which
significado"). Thus golondrina is defined only as "vaporcito one would expect in order to retain the flavor of the original.
de placer para trasladarse en los puertos," a meaning now
An objection might be raised to the number of footaccepted by the Academy.
notes, which seems excessive in relation to the length of
Most of the volume is composed of an endless list of ad- each reading selection. For example, the reading material
jectives derived from place names, not only Spanish, but of the second chapter consists of only 23 lines—23% of this
from all parts of the world, and mainly obscure. The pre- material is translated in the footnotes. However, the inponderance of these can be shown by noting the contents terest created by the reading itself might overcome the
of a page or two taken at random. The first page under the frequent interruption required in consulting the footnotes.
letter gy for example (p. 181), lists, in addition to the letter Since there are only three types of exercises used in each
g itself, four nouns: gaje, included because it is spelled with chapter throughout the book, the student may tire of the
j , galactitay galaxia, and galicismo. The other fifteen entries sameness. This, of course, could be overcome by the skilled
are the gentilicios: gabaonita (Gabadn, Palestine), gabiareno teacher.
(Gabia la Grande, Granada), gaditano, gadorense (Gador,
Only the indicative mood is used in the book. A new
Almeria), gaetano (Gaeta, Italy), gaibense (Gaibe, Bolivia), tense is introduced every five chapters. Consequently, this
gaibielano (Gaibiel, CasteUdn), galaadita (Galaad, Pal- reader can be started after the student has mastered the
estine), galdacanis (Galdacano, Vizcaya), galerino (Galera, present tense of a few of the most common regular and irGranada), gale's, galiciano (gallego), galisteno (Galisteo, regular verbs.
Caceres), galo, and galvetto (Galvez, Toledo).
The thirty-two episodes follow the unity of Part One of
The book is not really a useful compilation. It is hardly the original. The authors state that this book does not prehelpful to list mujer, mujercilla and mujercita simply be- tend to be a substitute for the direct reading of the Cercause they are spelled with j , or exceder, excelente, and vantes original. They have attempted to give a pleasant
excusa because of their x. Except for the innumerable ad- beginning to the student of Spanish who may wish to add
jectives derived from obscure place names, most of the to his understanding of the language. The use of this atitems included are to be found in any standard dictionary. tractive book should certainly accomplish this worthy obPerhaps its greatest usefulness will be for the historians of jective.
language, who have in it a handy list of barbarisms and
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neologisms of foreign origin, especially Gallicisms, to be
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found in twentieth-century Spanish.
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No modern thinkers have had a more far reaching effect
upon contemporary thought and action than Schopenhauer, Nietsche, Marx, and Freud. Yet, in general, inDr. Abreu G6mez of the Normal Superior de Mexico dividual reaction to these men is based not on objective
and Professor Flores of the University of Illinois present contact with their works, but rather on personalized presthirty-two episodes from the immortal El ingenioso hidalgo entations of particular segments of their thought. With
don Quijote de la Mancha in an originally prepared version, the result, that even in "responsible" intellectual circles,
not an abridgment. This volume will be a welcomed addi- each of these men has come to be regarded by many either
tion to the Spanish textbook field in that it introduces as vicious or saintly, as mauvais sujet or paragon. Partly beCervantes' great book to the host of Spanish students who cause of events in Europe since 1933, and partly because
never reach a level of proficiency that permits a first hand the style and character of the man not only made distortion
acquaintance with the original masterpiece.
easy but even invited it, this has been especially true in the
Each chapter contains a short reading selection accom- case of Nietzsche. For which reason we may regard with
panied by footnotes which explain the more difficult gram- gratitude this study, which is designed to provide a correcmatical expressions as well as most idiomatic terms, a tive to incriminating slogans and false generalizations
vocabulary presenting all new words, and exercises of three about Nietzsche.
kinds: (1) questions in Spanish based on the reading as a
Cautioning against basing an estimate of Nietzsche on
conversational drill; (2) fill-in sentences on verb forms, Zarathustra alone or on a reaction to isolated aphorisms,
nouns, adjectives,pronouns, etc.; and (3) idioms to be used Professor Kaufmann points out that a fair estimate of
in a complete Spanish sentence.
Nietzsche can be gotten only by reviewing the entire strucFollowing the last chapter is a list of 79 idioms, arranged ture of Nietzsche's thought against the background of his
in order of frequency, according to Keniston's Spanish time. The Nietzsche who then emerges, as Kaufmann
Idiom List. The main vocabulary is complete, and idioms shows, is not a nihilist but a man attempting to re-establish
are listed under each key word. A random check reveals the value-content by opposing shallow materialism with defiant
vocabulary to be well compiled. Of the total count of ap- creativity. This Nietzsche is not "a wayward disciple of
proximately 1,200 words, about one fourth are cognates, Schopenhauer or a lone epigone of the pre-Socratics" but a
and the remainder, with a few exceptions, are to be found devout worshipper of Socrates and a philosopher "in the
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grand tradition of Western thought." Refuting the view
that Nietzsche lacked any coherent philosophy, Kaufmann
constructively shows the existential unity of Nietzsche's
thought and style, a thought that was not primarily concerned with speculation about ultimate reality but with
the problems of contemporary civilization. Thus, if we are
misled into classifying Nietzsche as nothing but an errant
genius or an especially virulent specimen of romantic
German metaphysician, it is because the commonly pursued desultory approach, which usually focusses on what is
apparently little more than brilliant invective or cloudy
speculation, prevents our recognizing the basically empirical nature of Nietzsche's orientation, an orientation that
not only caused him to catalogue the ills of contemporary
society, but that also conditioned his prescription for those
ills: that progress is possible only if man can learn to synthesize the diversities of life by being more honest and more
unselfish—in short, more courageous—than history has
generally revealed him to be.
If, in this beautifully written treatise, Professor Kaufmann does not answer all questions definitively, he comes
as close to this as brilliant scholarship and the nature of the
subject permit. And since Dr. Kaufmann is a professional
philosopher who is not only thoroughly acquainted with his
ownfieldbut who also shows keen psychological insight and
unusual literary penetration, he has here produced one of
those rare works that no student of modern thought can
afford to ignore.
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A First Course in German, D. C. Heath and
Company, Boston, 1952. xxiii+431 pp. $2.80.
The authors have attempted with this text to meet the
long-felt need for an elementary German grammar on the
high school level only. This work is the apparent result of
the practical experience of men engaged in teaching on the
secondary level.
This book contains thirty lessons, each planned as a
one-week unit. After each fifth lesson there is a review lesson which includes an objective test on the preceding five
lessons. The first nine lessons stress pronunciation; the
tenth and eleventh, the rules of spelling, punctuation,
syllabification. Thereafter each lesson has two texts followed by word lists and questions, vocabulary notes, and
grammatical notes followed by abundant exercises. There
are also supplementary reading selections.
The material is presented inductively by the oral-aural
method with a constant focus of attention upon the
learner. The pupil describes a series of every day actions
which he performs; executes commands; engages in conversation with other pupils on their immediate interest; answers questions based upon the dialogue of others; reads
out loud narrative prose and historical anecdotes, both interspersed with conversation; sings songs, recites poetry,
plays games. Throughout, the authors present a modern
living language with the grammatical explanations serving but as an aid in the acquisition of a speaking, under-

standing, writing, and reading knowledge of the language.
To achieve this aim the authors have enhanced their
text by the functional use of numerous and attractive photographs and drawings. These in each instance by appealing to the eye, center the attention of the learner upon the
topic under consideration.
In spite of all these features this book has some shortcomings. There is too much emphasis upon pronunciation.
Too many lessons are devoted to it. In this, the text has
also assumed to a great extent the function of the teacher.
This work does not cover enough ground. It is designed
primarily for a thirty-week year, whereas the usual school
year is thirty-six weeks. As a result numerous grammatical
topics, normally covered, are omitted: (1) The strong and
weak adjective; (2) Comparison; (3) Subordinating conjunctions and dependent word order; (4) Relative clauses; (5)
Irregular weak verbs; impersonal verbs; (6) Introduction to
the subjunctive, the passive and indirect discourse. Furthermore, there are only about one hundred pages of actual
German text exclusive of exercises and vocabulary. This is
hardly sufficient for a one-year course.
Therefore, this text at its best fulfills the needs of a
terminal high school course, not a college preparatory
course.
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Another in the useful series of graded French readers of
the Heath-Chicago languages series, Les Farceurs contains
short stories by Moineaux, Fischer, Scholl, Maurois, and
Arene, at least two of which (L'Opinion de Prosper Mariolle,
Naissance d'un Maitre) are already available in other texts.
The stories are well annotated by Professor Bond, and with
this book (Book VIII in the series) a word-count of almost
2000 non-cognate words is reached.
The stories are all on the whimsical side, with a restrained and ironic sort of humor which would perhaps
have greater appeal for older students. There is the unfortunate dog-shearer who modishly trims a poodle with the
mistaken assumption that it belongs to the man it is following (Le Chien Tondu en Lion); a budding author tries to
help his reputation along by praising one of his pieces in a
letter to the editor (using an assumed name), only to find
that his scheme has backfired (L'Opinion de Prosper
Mariolle); Une SoirSe Parisienne is an amusing picture of
theatrical ballyhoo; Naissance d'un Maitre pokes sly fun at
avant-garde art circles, and M. Pitalugue, having lost his
gardeD-seed through his weakness for gambling, patiently
goes through the motions of sowing and weeding in order to
conceal his fault from his wife (Les Haricots de Pitalugue).
Les Farceurs presents a collection of mildly amusing and
rather subtle stories which would be useful as secondsemester reading in a first-year college class.
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